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They were the coolest part of elementary school science. Check out our 10 favorite ways to use nature mom to make life better than bloggers, Lifehacker readers and other creative genres. Photo by oskay.10. It is 10 hacks poster wallAs without another hole, magnetic paint is the key item here, but this time it is a layered primer under the
wall color of your choice. With metallic soles spread around a wall, posters of adhesive or tape minglers, LP caps, photos, or collage and anything else you want to edit, stick to the wall without worrying about pinholes, sticky damage, or anything else, really. It's like a crayon wall for adults.9. Clean aquariums and other hard-to-reach glass
An aquarium flour is a great hassle of draining all the water and finding temporary houses for all fish friends, but this tank still needs to be cleaned. You can use another powerful mingler to bury a mingler in a sponge by pushing a knife and a small thumb with a thin blade and guide around the water binge to be rented through the walls
without much inconvenience. Depending on your installation, you need to empty your tank from time to time for water quality purposes, but much less often.8. Doorstop Laptop StandFair warning this is one: Everyone likes the idea of putting up near-their computer, especially when it comes to hard drives. Then again, Apple similar low-
power mingles provide buckles on their power cables, and the most hard drives are not only affected by small discs strong enough to hold a pair of door stops on the floor and upright at this doorstop laptop stand. As with everything magnetic, stay put when you move your laptop foot, but come off when you give them a half firm burn.7.
Magnetic place markers from fridge stickers Your fridge is never devoid for thin, flat, promotional magnets from stores, services and perhaps cunning friends, but you really don't need all these calendars, recipes and save date notifications. Use a pair of scissors and some tape to cut them in two, hinge them, and open them to magnetic
overhears. Why magnetic? They stay put in your book and won't slide out because of gravity or disturbing book browsers.6. DIY magnetic refrigerator penThis small but basic hack, similar, along with the technique that has been published before, really seems unnecessary until you consider only how many pens you lose in areas under
drawers, tools, sofas and other household black holes each year. When the pen sticks to the refrigerator or another metal surface, you are more likely to put it back and it is always there when you need it. Try to pocket, and hopefully you will notice his heavy and will be guilty of returning to his proper home.5. Stick everywhere spice
rackEn they fail to make your spices available manually because they are horizontal surfaces. Basil is hidden behind cumin, behind cumin allspice, and always takes an obsessive librarian to keep it straight. Using several metal tints, hot glue gun and some powerful mings, a seemingly defeated cook turned stove into a spice holder, then
converted into part of a kitchen wall for the task. Now the cabinet is easy to find, just for cooking ingredients, and spices, with a good label manufacturer.4. Cheap speaker mobile phone shield On alarm time, or before you call your computer speakers, or when your smartphone is checking messages, does it belong to your smartphone or
for a second or two? This is because cables to barely protected speakers act like large antennas for GSM traffic to and from your phone. The solution is not a larger speaker-this ferrite bead, these cylinders of metal forming small nub on USB cables. Cut one from an unused cable or buy several from a supply store and tape the frog to the
cable of the speaker. Your speakers no longer receive your calls before you do. Note: Ferrite beads aren't always magnetic – they're usually iron inhemens with magnetic properties.3. Magnetic whiteboard How amazing is magnetic paint? Find an area on a wall where you want to fix your belongings, apply several layers as you choose,
draw whiteboard paint on it and use it for both the pieces and quick scribbles. For artistically inclined, you also have the incentive to shape the creator, such as creating a bubble of speech in the picture.2. Trip-safe power cordMacBooks are powerful enough to stay stationary, but if pulled, they don't pull your laptop down, they have a lot of
thoughtful hardware features, including a magnetically connected power cable. On a free afternoon and if you have the will to install some reliable mings on the ThinkPad or other laptop, you will get a nice little non-destructive hack that makes the power cable strong adhesive, yet it is easy to pull away.1. Wall mounted magnetic knife block
Instead of spending money and counter space on a large brick instead of wood, plastic, or anything else, keep the knife high and accessible with a magnetic knife block. They sell these things in fancy kitchen stores for heavy formatting, but a simple relationship of making their own, and get the best kitchen to choose the appropriate
wooden color and stain. Obviously, you need to keep it at a safe height for noggins and children, but grabbing a chopping tool from the wall will come in love with second nature convenience. Polarized metals have a lot of other ways that can come in handy-weblog Evil Mad Scientist, for example, there are 17 more-and we'd love to come
across it or hear any if you're using your own secret in/office. leave a link or explain your favorites in the comments. Food Einfach und very lecker! &amp; Cut &amp; Erstaunlich, alles are dead! DIY Ultimatives Urlaubsfeeling! DIY Super schön und praktisch! Food Lass inspirieren dich. Weihnachten mit HGTV Ideen &amp; Inspiration DIY
Viel Spaß für deinen Vierbeiner. DIY Das perfekte Geschenk DIY Perfekt für die kalte Jahreszeit Herbst auf HGTV Süße Herbst-Deko! Herbst auf HGTV Super spicy! Herbst auf HGTV Vorbereitung auf from Winter Herbst auf HGTV Auf jeder Halloween-Party der Hit! Herbs auf HGTV Aus Woll-Filz! Herbst auf HGTV Joana Gaines-Style!
Herbst auf HGTV Perfektes Herbst-DIY Hacks &amp; Tipps 7 Tipps, die dein Leben ordnen Garden Wir geben dir Tipps. DIY Super euchologisch und unterschiedlich einsetzbar. DIY Für das Sommergefühl zuhause DIY Naturlches Flair für deine vier Räume. Everybody loves a ming, don't they? Especially the kids. We love how the
mingies are attractive when they're close together and the sound they make when they stick together. If you turn them around, they push each other, making everything even more interesting. My workshop is full of those powerful but small-sized neodymium meds. They are used to hang everything and have different sizes for vehicles of
different sizes. I like to play with shapes, too. Circular, cylindrical, spherical and square is what I use the most. The size of the nknay defines its strength. In my workshop, the largest is probably 1 or less, and that's for power tools. For plyers or screwdrivers, you can use 1/2 inch or even smaller ones. I usually stick the mings on tools that
won't get in your way when they're working. For some objects, you can use epoxy, as you will absorb and take harder with heat, for things that use hot glue and get hot. Then fix a magnetic rod to the wall and stick all the tools there. You can also buy magnetic adhesive tape, sticky point, foil, paint, boards, name. So, for this trainable, I'm
going to show you how to organize the class with the mingles. This is a cheap and easy project and there will be a joy when children start interacting with the mingles while working. CAUTION: Remember that when being towed using very powerful mings (large ones), it can cause serious injury due to the power they have. There are cases
of accidents with these large neodymium ones and the pictures are not beautiful. We're not going to use anything a six-year-old can't handle. DO NOT PUT THIS ON THE COMPUTER Screen OR IT WILL BE PURPLE, IT WILL TURN OFF, IT WILL NOT RESTART FOR ABOUT 5 HOURS AND YOU CAN DISABLE THE INTERNET. I'M
NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR THIS. You need about a foot of a battery, nails and copper wire. Watch the pic. and make sure the wire is wrapped without touching the nail. Watch the pic. You made an electromagnetic!!!! Thank you to my school for teaching me that!!! This very simple electric motor is called homopolar motor because the
magnetic field does not change direction or strength. With only three it is probably the simplest engine you can make. There are many examples of magnetic forces at work in nature. One of the simplest is two close-to-each other mings. If the two sides with similar accusations approach each other, they push each other back. If different
edges approach each other, they attract each other. The Britannica Encyclopedia defines a magnetic force, a magnetic force, as an interaction between electrically charged particles that result in attraction or th pushing. Among magnets, in addition to the force in question, magnetic force occurs in many daily situations, including action on
electric motors. The most constant example of magnetic force is the one applied by the Earth. This area is responsible for many basic functions, including the functioning of compasses and protection against harmful rays of the sun. In physics, magnetism is considered a long-range force. It is one of the two main long-range forces, along
with gravity. The difference between long-range forces and regular forces is that long-range forces should always be considered, regardless of physical distance. Unlike other forces that can move on an object, gravity and magnetism are never equal to zero. Other forces, such as stress or friction, must be in contact with an object to have
an effect. Effect.
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